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C U S TO M E R  I N F O  R E Q U E S T S

Requests Produced 
some info

Accounts 
affected

US Govt. Subpoenas 25 24 24

US Civil Subpoenas 3 2 2

US Search Warrants 5 5 5

International requests 0 0 0

Emergency requests 0 0 0

At Inflection, we stand behind privacy practices that inform and empower our users. In that spirit, we are 
releasing our first transparency report summarizing the demands for customer information that we received 
from governments and civil litigants in 2014. For an explanation of our legal process requirements, please see 
our law enforcement guidelines. 

Overview 

• For 94 % of all demands, Inflection produced at least some customer information. 
• One-third of the government demands we received requested that we not disclose the existence of the request to 

the affected customer.

National Security Requests 

As of March 31, 2015, Inflection has never received a classified request pursuant to the national security laws of the 
United States or any other country. In other words, Inflection has not received a National Security Letter or a request 
under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. 
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Our Legal Process Requirements 

We require at least a valid subpoena issued under state or federal law in order to produce customer registration 
information or transaction records. 

We require a search warrant based on probable cause in order to produce user content and communications. A 
search warrant should be issued under the procedures described in the U.S. Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure (or 
equivalent state criminal procedure rules).

Our Goal is to Provide Notice Before Disclosing Customer Data 

Unless a legal request includes a court order prohibiting Inflection from providing notice to an affected user (e.g., an 
order under 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b)), we do our best to provide that user with notice except in certain limited cases where 
we believe that notice would be counterproductive, such as situations involving imminent physical harm or harm to 
minors.  

When we provide advance notice, we will also provide the user with the opportunity to obtain a copy of the relevant 
legal request. We explain this in our privacy policy on each website.

Inflection requires valid legal process in order to produce information about our customers. We comply with 
legitimate requests that meet our privacy standards. In 2014, a substantial majority of the requests we 
received were for investigations involving credit card misuse or identity theft.

Context  
• We received a total of 30 law enforcement requests from the federal government and 16 different US states. 
• We did not receive any request for customer information from outside the United States. 
• The requests we received were related to Inflection people search products, including PeopleSmart and its white-label 

affiliates

http://inflection.com/privacy/additional-privacy-resources/law-enforcement-guide
http://inflection.com/privacy/additional-privacy-resources/law-enforcement-guide

